JAWAHAR NAVODAYA VIDYALAYA SAINDWAR CHANDPUR, BIJNOR UP

Sports News

The Regional Cricket Trial Meet -2017 was conducted in the vast/huge ground of the
Vidyalaya from 3rd to 5th August-17. We feel fortunate enough to know that this year also
the Vidyalaya got a privileged Opportunity to host amicably the teachers/escorts of 65
Navodaya Vidyalayas and very talented/enthusiastic 510 players of NVS Lucknow Region.
Coaching camp for selected students was organized under the worthy guidance of Mr. C.
Kiran, Mr. S.K. Mishra, Mr.R.K.Mishra, Mr.Surjeet, Mr.Preshak, and Mr. Mohit who
meticulously and sincerely carried out the responsibilities of organizing this arduous work as
a challenge and most importantly to enthuse playing skills, stimulus potential and
competency among the students with their sterling /stunning confidence and with utmost
éclat. The team of NVS Lucknow Region was made up ready in totality to participate in the
National Cricket Meet at JNV Panchmahal Gujarat under the guidance of MR. R K Tyagi as a
team manager. All remained perpetually involved in hosting the teams with adherent
dutifulness. Credit goes to all for their loyal services for the magnificent success of the Trial
Meet-2017.
The National Cricket Meet was held from 23rd to 24th August successfully in Gujrat by
dint of the rigorous practice, unbeatable courage and unique skills of the players and the
efficient trainers. The players of Lucknow Region were strenuously trained at campus of JNV
Bijnor and they won over all Champion Trophy retaining/dominating their marvellous
position under 14 -Winners, under 17 -Winners and under 19 -Runners.
The vidyalaya has been bagging trophy for the last 03 years as overall Champion in the
National Cricket Meet. We feel highly excited and immensely elevated as we all have been
felicitated joyfully by our Samiti Officers to celebrate the fabulous event of Victory.
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